Item 4
Time Commenced: 6:03pm
Time Finished: 7.40pm
LICENSING COMMITTEE
22 August 2019
Present:

Councillor A Holmes (Chair)
Councillors Atwal, Barker, Bettany, Cooper, A J Graves, Hussain,
Peatfield, A Pegg, P Pegg, Potter, Repton, Sandhu, Skelton and Smale

In Attendance:

06/19

Olu Idowu – Head of Legal Services
Mike Kay – Head of Environmental Health and Licensing
Ann Webster – Equality and Diversity Lead

Apologies

There were no apologies

07/19

Late Items to be Introduced by the Chair

There were no late items.

08/19

Declarations of Interest

There were no declarations of interest

09/19

Minutes of the Meetings held on 20 June 2019

The minutes of the meeting held on 20 June 2019 were confirmed as an accurate
record.

10/19

Proposed Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles Strategy 2020

The Committee considered a report from the Director of Public Protection and
Streetpride. The report had been produced following a consultation exercise on the draft
proposals for the Taxi and Private Hire Vehicles Strategy 2020 and also detailed
information on the final proposed Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Strategy 2020. The
Head of Environmental Protection, Housing Standards, Licensing, Emergency Planning
and Business Continuity presented the report detailing how Derby City council was
committed to improving the city’s transport, whilst
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supporting the trade, in order to meet the demands of cleaner air and a smarter, safer
and cleaner taxi and private hire fleet. It was also stipulated that Derby was

under a legal obligation to improve it's air quality and that Derby City Council were
working with Derbyshire Constabulary to undertake safety checks of the vehicles.
The presenting officer confirmed there was one amendment to the draft Strategy at
Appendix 2 on page 8, table 2: Clean Fleet should read: Target of 25% of TPH fleet to
be ULEV by the end of January 2021 and 50% by 2025. Not January 2020 as stated
and confirmed this would be the earliest date the age emission rule would apply.
The Equality and Diversity Lead attended the meeting and presented the Equality impact
assessment form outlining the need for distinctive colour branding to enable partially
sighted people to be able to easily distinguish Hackney Carriages.
The Chair confirmed that the members of the Licensing Committee would consider and
debate the report in three sections, the emissions and age of vehicles, the frequency of
inspections and the colour branding.
The Committee heard that the strategy contained a Hackney Carriage and Private Hire
Vehicle Age and Specification Policy in relation to all vehicles used as taxis. The draft
Policy stated that by 1 January 2021 all hackney carriage and private hire vehicles will
be required to be a minimum of Euro 6 Diesel or ZEC ULEV and that all Hackney
Carriages and Private Hire vehicles over the age of ten years from the date of first DVLA
registration will ordinarily be refused a licence unless the vehicle is in exceptional
condition and has been approved for use following an Exceptional Condition Vehicle
Check.
The Committee discussed this matter and some members felt that, given the cost of new
vehicles this timeframe was not feasible. These members proposed an extension of the
date, compliance with the new minimum of Euro 6 Diesel or ZEC ULEV, from 1 January
2021 to 1 January 2025 and felt the age restriction on vehicles being used as taxis
should be 15 years old. It was highlighted that the 10 year old restriction on vehicles
would bring Derby City Council's strategy in line with that of other authorities and that
licensing older vehicles would invite out of area drivers, with older vehicles, to operate in
Derby.
The Head of Environmental Health and Licensing reiterated that the key drivers behind
the dates on the draft policy were the legal obligation, imposed by Central Government
to improve the air quality and the issue of public safety. He added that the guidance
received back from the workshops looking at these issues was that a date beyond 1
January 2021 was not a feasible option.
As he Committee was divided on this issue they moved to a vote on the age restriction
of licensing vehicles and the motion was carried to extent this to 15 years old.
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The Committee then debated the issue of vehicle emissions. A proposal was put
forward questioning if there was any merit in requiring all Hackney Carriages and Private
Hire vehicles to be Euro 5 compliant by 1 September 2020 and then have a gradual
phrasing in system to be Euro 6 compliant, with all new vehicles having to be Euro 6
compliant or ZEC ULEV within the next 5 years. Some members of the Committee also
stated they felt the trade would need sufficient time to update their vehicles and
suggested a revised date of 1 January 2025.
The Committee was again divided and put these two options to the vote and felt that the
new extended date of 1 January 2025 the best option for enabling the trade to be
compliant with only licensing Euro 6 Diesel or ZEC ULEV vehicles.
The Committee then moved on to debate the frequency of MOT testing of hackney
carriage and private hire vehicles.
The draft policy proposed that, from the date of agreement of the strategy, all licensed
vehicles from the date of first DVLA registration would be subject to six monthly
inspections carried out by an approved Derby City Council testing station. The
Committee debated the need for such rigorous testing of new vehicles and were
reminded of the statutory requirement that all hackney carriage and private hire
vehicles must be tested annually. The Committee agreed all vehicles all licensed
vehicles five years old or under from the date of first DVLA registration should be
subject to 12 monthly inspections and all vehicles over five years old should have this
testing increased to 6 monthly testing.
The Committee then considered Appendix 3 of the report which detailed suggested
colour branding for Derby City hackney carriages. The Committee discussed the need
to pay regard to the problems encountered by visually impaired people and how the
current yellow coloured cabs were easily identifiable and debated and if there would be
any merit in hackney cabs having a yellow bonnet as well as the diagonal strip down
the side of the vehicle. The Committee also discussed the timeframes for introducing
the new branding confirming this should be brought in with immediate effect for any
new (minimum Euro6/ULEV compliant) vehicle licensed and a clause that all existing
yellow cabs can remain completely yellow until 2025.
Concerns were raised on the negative impact this would have for visually impaired
people, as set out in the Equality Impact Assessment form, and the Committee agreed
to receive further assessments and continue to monitor the situation with a view to
assessing the continuing impact of the decision during the transition period.
Discussion was also held on the merits of no longer having adverts displayed on the
lower panels of front and rear doors and restricting this to the rear windscreen only.
The Members raised no objection to this matter.
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Resolved to:
1.

Agree the proposed final Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles Strategy 2020 as set
out at Appendix 2 subject to the policy being amended to state from 1
January 2025 all vehicles over the age of 15 years from the date of first DVLA
registration will ordinarily be refused a licence unless the vehicle is in
exceptional condition and has been approved for use following an
Exceptional Condition Vehicle Check.

2.

Agree the proposed final Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles Strategy 2020 as set
out at Appendix 2 subject to the policy being amended to state from 1
January 2025 all newly licensed vehicles will be required to be a minimum of
Euro 6 Diesel or ZEC ULEV.

3.

Agree the proposed final Taxi & Private Hire Vehicles Strategy 2020 as set
out at Appendix 2 subject to the policy being amended to state all licensed
vehicles five years old or under from the date of first DVLA registration will
be subject to 12 monthly inspections carried out by an approved Derby City
Council testing station and all licensed vehicles over five years old from the
date of first DVLA registration will be subject to 6 monthly inspections
carried out by an approved Derby City Council testing station.

4.

Approve the proposed colour and branding set out at Appendix 3.

5.

Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Public Protection and
Streetpride, in consultation with the Chair of the Licensing Committee to
make the amendments required to the current Hackney Carriage and Private
Hire vehicle specifications and licence conditions including to reflect
changes to the colour policy and branding of hackney carriages, and to
include tailored reviews from the Equality Groups

6.

Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Public Protection and
Streetpride, in consultation with the Chair of the Licensing Committee to
make the amendments required to the current Hackney Carriage vehicle
specifications and licence conditions to reflect changes to the advertising
requirements as set out at Paragraph 4.21.

11/19

Spare Wheel and Tyre Inflation Kits

The Committee considered a report from the Director of Public Protection and
Streetpride asking them to consider changes to the Council’s Specification for Private
Hire Vehicles in relation to spare wheel provision. The Committee held discussion on
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the alternative use of ‘space saver’ tyres, ‘run flat’ tyres and ‘temporary seal & inflation
gas products’. They were happy to amend the

specification but stipulated that these alterative tyres must only be for emergency use
and that it was the driver's responsibility to get the tyre replaced as soon as possible as
a matter of urgency.
Resolved to approve the amendment of Paragraph 8 of the Council's Specification
for private hire vehicles as detailed in the report.
MINUTES END
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